Nitrogenase is activated for N 2 reduction by the accumulation of four electrons/protons on its active site FeMo-cofactor, yielding a state, designated as E 4 , which contains two iron-bridging hydrides [Fe-H-Fe]. A central puzzle of nitrogenase function is an apparently obligatory formation of one H 2 per N 2 reduced, which would "waste" two reducing equivalents and four ATP. We recently presented a draft mechanism for nitrogenase that provides an explanation for obligatory H 2 production. In this model, H 2 is produced by reductive elimination of the two bridging hydrides of E 4 during N 2 binding. This process releases H 2 , yielding N 2 bound to FeMocofactor that is doubly reduced relative to the resting redox level, and thereby is activated to promptly generate bound diazene (HN=NH). This mechanism predicts that during turnover under D 2 /N 2 , the reverse reaction of D 2 with the N 2 -bound product of reductive elimination would generate dideutero-E 4 [E 4 acetylene reduction | metalloenzyme B iological nitrogen fixation-the reduction of dinitrogen (N 2 ) to two ammonia (NH 3 ) molecules-is primarily catalyzed by the Mo-dependent nitrogenase. This enzyme comprises an electron-delivery Fe protein and MoFe protein, which contains the active site FeMo-cofactor ( Fig. 1A) (1, 2). The nitrogenase catalyzed reaction is generally thought to have the limiting stoichiometry shown in Eq. 1 (3),
Nitrogenase is activated for N 2 reduction by the accumulation of four electrons/protons on its active site FeMo-cofactor, yielding a state, designated as E 4 , which contains two iron-bridging hydrides [Fe-H-Fe] . A central puzzle of nitrogenase function is an apparently obligatory formation of one H 2 per N 2 reduced, which would "waste" two reducing equivalents and four ATP. We recently presented a draft mechanism for nitrogenase that provides an explanation for obligatory H 2 production. In this model, H 2 is produced by reductive elimination of the two bridging hydrides of E 4 during N 2 binding. This process releases H 2 , yielding N 2 bound to FeMocofactor that is doubly reduced relative to the resting redox level, and thereby is activated to promptly generate bound diazene (HN=NH). This mechanism predicts that during turnover under D 2 /N 2 , the reverse reaction of D 2 with the N 2 -bound product of reductive elimination would generate dideutero-E 4 2 formation, and hence a limiting stoichiometry for biological nitrogen fixation of eight electrons/protons, and provides direct experimental support for the reductive elimination mechanism.
acetylene reduction | metalloenzyme B iological nitrogen fixation-the reduction of dinitrogen (N 2 ) to two ammonia (NH 3 ) molecules-is primarily catalyzed by the Mo-dependent nitrogenase. This enzyme comprises an electron-delivery Fe protein and MoFe protein, which contains the active site FeMo-cofactor ( Fig. 1A) (1, 2) . The nitrogenase catalyzed reaction is generally thought to have the limiting stoichiometry shown in Eq. 1 (3), N 2 + 8e À + 16ATP + 8H + → 2NH 3 + H 2 + 16ADP + 16P i : [1] This equation conveys one of the most puzzling aspects of nitrogenase function, for it incorporates an obligatory formation of one mole of H 2 per mole of N 2 reduced, which requires the waste of two reducing equivalents and four ATP (1, 2 We recently presented a draft mechanism for N 2 reduction by nitrogenase that incorporates a mechanistic explanation for obligatory, reversible H 2 loss upon N 2 binding (5). We considered two models for this process, both built on our characterization of the key E 4 state, and tested them against the numerous constraints imposed by turnover under N 2 plus D 2 or T 2 (5, (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . In particular, these constraints include the key findings that during catalytic reduction of N 2 (see Scheme S1), a molecule of D 2 or T 2 will reduce two protons to form two HD or HT without D + /T + exchange with solvent, even though neither D 2 nor T 2 by themselves reacts with nitrogenase during turnover under Ar (5). One model, involving protonation of one of the hydrides to form H 2 , and its replacement by N 2 , was shown to violate the turnover constraints, and was therefore rejected. In the second model, H 2 is produced by reductive elimination (re) (17) (18) (19) (20) of the two bridging hydrides of E 4 during N 2 binding (Fig. 1B and Scheme S1). This yields N 2 bound to FeMo-cofactor that has been doubly reduced relative to the resting redox level, and thereby is activated to promptly deliver two electrons plus the two protons to N 2 , generating diazene (HN=NH) bound to FeMo-cofactor. The re activation of FeMo-cofactor for N 2 binding and reduction involving obligatory H 2 formation (i) provides a compelling rationale for the apparently wasteful evolution of H 2 and (ii) satisfies the constraints provided by the interplay of N 2 and H 2 binding. In particular, as schematized in Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 , according to the re mechanism, D 2 or T 2 can reverse the N 2 binding equilibrium (1, 21) (5, 11) . This intermediate in turn can relax in two steps to form two HD or HT, thereby satisfying these two key constraints. As a result, the re mechanism formed the keystone of our draft mechanism.
Subsequently, we recognized that this re mechanism for H 2 release upon N 2 binding (Fig. 1B) makes testable predictions. As Significance Biological reduction of dinitrogen (N 2 ) to two ammonia (NH 3 ) is catalyzed by the metalloenzyme, nitrogenase. A central aspect of nitrogenase function is an apparently obligatory formation of one H 2 per N 2 reduced, with a resulting "waste" of the energy required to deliver two electrons/protons, obtained from hydrolysis of four ATP. We here report experiments that confirm the essential mechanistic role for H 2 formation, and hence a limiting stoichiometry for biological nitrogen fixation of eight electrons/protons, not six as in the equation N 2 + 3H 2 → 2NH 3 . These experiments were devised to test our recently proposed "reductive elimination" mechanism for H 2 formation and the activation of nitrogenase for ammonia production. Our findings provide direct experimental support for that mechanism. To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: bmh@northwestern.edu, deandr@ vt.edu, or lance.seefeldt@usu.edu. indicated in Fig. 1C and Fig. S1 , the mechanism predicts that during turnover of enzyme in H 2 (9, 11, 23) . As indicated in Fig. 1C , the formation of E 2 (D) and E 4 (2D) should be revealed by intercepting them with the nonphysiological substrate acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) (24) to generate deuterated ethylenes (C 2 H 3 D and C 2 H 2 D 2 ). As reduction of C 2 H 2 by nitrogenase in H 2 O buffer and in the presence of D 2 without added N 2 would generate only C 2 H 4 , without incorporation of D from D 2 , the formation of these deuterated ethylenes during turnover under C 2 H 2 /D 2 /N 2 would confirm the essential mechanistic role for reversible H 2 loss upon N 2 binding, and thus of the eight-electron stoichiometry for nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase embodied in Eq. 1, and provide experimental support for the proposed re mechanism.
Results
The earlier finding that HD is formed during turnover of nitrogenase under a mixture of D 2 /N 2 , but not under D 2 alone (9, 12-16, 23), can be explained by an re mechanism in which N 2 is displaced from the E 4 (5, 6). In the absence of reactions with other substrates, this intermediate relaxes to the resting E 0 level in a two-step process: (i) release of HD to form E 2 (D) followed by (ii) release of a second HD to form E 0 . The formation of the E 4 (2D) and E 2 (D) deuterated intermediates of Fig. 1 is unique to the re mechanism (5). In an attempt to intercept these intermediates, and thereby reveal their presence, turnover conditions were created that favor HD formation (0.25 atm N 2 and 0.7 atm D 2 ) (12) , but included a small amount of 13 C-acetylene (typically 0.02 atm). As indicated in Fig. 1 and in Discussion, reduction of C 2 H 2 by E 4 (2D) is predicted to yield C 2 H 2 D 2 and possibly C 2 H 3 D, whereas reduction by E 2 (D) would yield C 2 H 3 D. These studies used 13 C 2 H 2 to avoid confusion from the small but significant natural abundance of 13 C (1.07%) (25) in acetylene. Most of the ethylene formed in either the presence or absence of N 2 is 13 C 2 H 4 , which is detected by mass spectrometry (MS) as a peak with mass/charge (m/z) of 30, following separation from other gases by gas chromatography (GC). The was cleanly detected (Fig. 2, Inset) , with a lower, although still significant, production rate of ∼1.9 nmol 13 C 2 H 2 D 2 /nmol MoFe protein over 20 min. This species can only have been produced by 13 C 2 H 2 intercepting E 4 (2D) (Fig. 1) , the intermediate formed through N 2 replacement by D 2 . As indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 , formation of 13 C 2 H 3 D is likely to occur primarily through 13 C 2 H 2 intercepting E 2 (D), but could also occur by an alternative channel for the reaction of 13 C 2 H 2 with E 4 (2D). Reduction of acetylene and N 2 are mutually exclusive, with complicated inhibition kinetics between these two substrates (26) . Therefore, it was of interest to determine the effect of varying the C 2 H 2 partial pressure on the formation of C 2 H 3 D and C 2 H 2 D 2 at a fixed N 2 and D 2 concentration. As the partial pressure of C 2 H 2 is increased, the amounts of C 2 H 3 D and C 2 H 2 D 2 expressed as fractions of total ethylene formed decrease with increasing acetylene concentration, with the strongest decrease in the fraction of C 2 H 3 D (Fig. 3) . The overall suppression of deuterated ethylene products can be understood as the result of increased capture by C 2 H 2 of states less reduced than E 4 [N 2 / N 2 H 2 ], thereby preventing the formation of this state and its reaction with D 2 , which is required for the creation of deuterated ethylenes. It is also possible to explain the differential influence of increasing C 2 H 2 concentration on the fraction of C 2 H 2 D 2 and C 2 H 3 D being formed. Increasing the C 2 H 2 concentration would enhance the tendency of any E 4 (2D) that does form to react with the C 2 H 2 to form C 2 H 2 D 2 , somewhat relieving the suppression of C 2 H 2 D 2 formation. This would further suppress C 2 H 3 D production, as enhanced reaction of E 4 (2D) would compete with HD release by E 4 (2D) to form the E 2 (D) state, whose reaction with C 2 H 2 generates C 2 H 3 D.
Davis et al. showed that when both N 2 and C 2 H 2 are included in a nitrogenase assay, increasing the partial pressure of H 2 increasingly diverts nitrogenase from reduction of N 2 to reduction of C 2 H 2 (27) , an observation interpreted as resulting from increased reaction of H 2 with E 4 [N 2 /N 2 H 2 ], displacing N 2 and suppressing the formation of NH 3 . The re mechanism further predicts that in the presence of D 2 , the displacement of N 2 generates E 4 (2D), which can release HD to form E 2 (D) (Fig. 1) ; reaction of C 2 H 2 with those deuterated E states would yield C 2 H 2 D 2 and C 2 H 3 D, respectively, as described in the previous paragraph. Correspondingly, as shown in Fig. 4 (Fig. 1) . 
The rate of electron flow through nitrogenase (called electron flux) is known to affect product distribution for other substrates (1). The electron flux is easily controlled by altering the molar ratio of Fe protein to MoFe protein ([Fe protein]:[MoFe protein])
, the electron flux increasing with this ratio. In earlier studies, it was observed that varying the electron flux affects the HD formation rate (12) . The current experiments show that as the flux is increased in the presence of 0.02 atm C 2 H 2 , 0.68 atm D 2 , and 0.3 atm N 2 , the amounts of the two deuterated ethylene products decrease (Fig. 6 ). This observation suggests that the higher flux enhances electron delivery to the E 4 [N 2 /N 2 H 2 ] intermediate, sending it along the catalytic pathway to NH 3 production and thus competitively decreasing the formation of the deuterated ethylenes.
Discussion
Predictions of the re Mechanism. Subsequent to formulation of the re mechanism for the activation of FeMo-cofactor to reduce N 2 ( Fig. 1) (5) , we noted that addition of C 2 H 2 to a N 2 /D 2 reaction mixture should offer a rigorous test of the mechanism. The test is founded on a defining characteristic of nitrogenase catalysis, an exact distinction between hydrons (H/D/T) associated with the gaseous diatomics, H 2 /D 2 /T 2 , and those derived from solvent water. Thus, when nitrogenase in protic buffer is turned over under N 2 /D 2 , gaseous D 2 can displace N 2 from the E 4 (N 2 /N 2 H 2 ) state (Fig. 1) , stoichiometrically yielding two HD (11) . This and other observations clearly show that diatomic H 2 /D 2 is not used to reduce N 2 during turnover under N 2 //H 2 /D 2 /T 2 (in particular, T incorporated into the ammonia product of N 2 fixation would exchange with solvent) (1) . Likewise, as demonstrated here (Fig.  2) , when C 2 H 2 is reduced in the presence of D 2 , no deuterated ethylenes are generated.
With this foundation, we recognized that the re mechanism predicts that turnover under C 2 H 2 /D 2 /N 2 should not only incorporate H from solvent to generate C 2 H 4 by the normal reduction process, but through the agency of the added N 2 also should breach the separation of gaseous D 2 from solvent protons by generating both C 2 H 3 D and C 2 H 2 D 2 . According to the re mechanism (Fig. 1) , when turnover is carried out under N 2 /D 2 , D 2 can react with E 4 (N 2 /N 2 H 2 ), replacing the N 2 and undergoing oxidative addition to generate E 4 (2D). We recognized that this state in fact can be expected to react with C 2 H 2 to form C 2 H 2 D 2 , with the idealized mechanism (Fig. S1) (17, 28) . Previous studies (1, 4) could not distinguish reaction at the E 4 state from reaction at the E 2 state when C 2 H 2 is reduced in the absence of N 2 , as N 2 is required to enable gaseous D 2 to enter the nitrogenase catalytic process. The possibility that acetylene can access different nitrogenase redox states, however, has been suggested on the basis of experiments using a nitrogenase variant that exhibits N 2 reduction that is resistant to inhibition by acetylene (29) .
The E 4 (2D) state would also relax through the loss of HD to form E 2 (D), an E 2 state whose unique isotopic composition can be generated in no other way. Interception of the E 2 (D) state by C 2 H 2 would then generate C 2 H 3 D, with Fig. S1 presenting a plausible mechanism: hydride terminalization and insertion, followed by alkenyl protonolysis (17, 28) ; this reaction also might occur through an alternative reaction channel of E 4 (2D), as noted in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 .
Testing the Predictions. In this study, we have tested the predictions of an involvement of gaseous D 2 in substrate reduction by using C 2 H 2 reduction under N 2 /D 2 /C 2 H 2 gas mixtures to intercept the E 4 (2D) and E 2 (D) states. As expected, the control reaction of turnover under D 2 /C 2 H 2 generates only C 2 H 4 , without incorporation of D from gaseous D 2 to generate either C 2 H 3 D or C 2 H 2 D 2 (Fig. 2) . In dramatic contrast, C 2 H 2 reduction by nitrogenase under a N 2 /D 2 /C 2 H 2 gas mixture in fact produces readily measured amounts of C 2 H 2 D 2 and even greater amounts of C 2 H 3 D (Fig. 2) . The lower yield of C 2 H 2 D 2 likely indicates that the probability for binding and reduction of C 2 H 2 by E 4 (2D) is substantially lower than that for the relaxation to E 2 (D) through loss of HD, and the reduction of C 2 H 2 by E 2 (D) (Fig. 1) . These observations are enriched by the considerations of the dependence of the yields of C 2 H 3 D and C 2 H 2 D 2 on the partial pressures of C 2 H 2 , D 2 , N 2 , and electron flux, all of which are understandable in terms of the production of the E 4 (2D) and E 2 (D) states under these turnover conditions, as predicted by the re mechanism for FeMo-cofactor activation for N 2 binding and reduction.
Note that the reduction of C 2 H 2 to C 2 H 3 D by reaction with E 2 (D) formally corresponds to the reduction of C 2 H 2 by the HD that otherwise would form during relaxation of E 2 (D) to E 0 , a perspective that highlights the contrast between this result, achieved in the presence of N 2 , with the failure of nitrogenase to use H 2 /D 2 to reduce any substrate in the absence of N 2 . Elaborating on this perspective, the formation of HD during turnover under N 2 /D 2 , with stoichiometry (Eq. 2) (1)
can be seen to correspond to the nitrogenase- 
Correspondingly, the formation of C 2 H 3 D involves incorporation of D − derived from D 2 along with H + from solvent with N 2 as cocatalyst. ii) This incorporation provides a very clear demonstration of the essential mechanistic role for obligatory, reversible loss of H 2 upon N 2 binding and thus of the eight-electron stoichiometry for nitrogen fixation by nitrogenase embodied in Eq. 1. Until now, the data indicating that some H 2 must be evolved during N 2 reduction have been viewed as being much more compelling than the data indicating an obligatory evolution of one H 2 for every N 2 reduced, leading to the stoichiometry of Eq. 1 (1).
iii) The formation of E 4 (2D) and E 2 (D) during turnover under D 2 /N 2 in H 2 O is predicted by the re mechanism for the activation of FeMo-cofactor for reduction of N 2 ( Fig. 1) , and the interception of these intermediates by C 2 H 2 thus provides direct experimental evidence in support of this mechanism.
iv) The well-known reduction of protons by D 2 to form 2HD during turnover under D 2 /N 2 in H 2 O and the reductions of C 2 H 2 by D 2 /N 2 reported here should be viewed as being catalyzed by nitrogenase with N 2 as cocatalyst.
Materials and Methods
Chemical Reagents and Protein Purification. Gases were purchased from Air Liquide. Ultrapure helium was purchased from Airgas. Ethylene (99.9% vol/ vol) was obtained from Praxair Inc.
13
C-acetylene (99 atom % 13 C) and D 2 (99.8 atom % D) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Isotec, respectively. All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and were used without further purification, unless specified otherwise. Azotobacter vinelandii strains DJ1260 (hydrogenase genes removed) and DJ884 (R187I) were grown as previously described. The wild-type nitrogenase MoFe protein (DJ1260) and Fe protein (DJ884) were expressed and purified as previously reported (31, 32) . The wild-type MoFe protein in this study contains a seven-His tag addition near the carboxyl-terminal end of the α-subunit. Protein concentrations were determined by the Biuret assay using BSA as standard. The purities of these proteins were estimated to >95% based on denaturing polyacrylamide gel separation with Coomassie blue staining. Manipulation of proteins, solutions, and buffers was done in septum-sealed serum vials under an argon atmosphere on a Schlenk vacuum line. All gases and liquid transfers used gas-tight syringes.
Assay Methods. All assays were conducted in 9.4-mL serum vials with gases added before addition of 1.1 mL of an anaerobic "assay buffer" consisting of 90 mM sodium dithionite, a MgATP regenerating system (13.4 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM ATP, 60 mM phosphocreatine, 1.2 mg/mL BSA, and 0.4 mg/mL creatine phosphokinase) in a 100-mM Mops [3- (N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid] buffer, pH 7.0. Before all assays, the MoFe protein was added and the vials were equilibrated for about 20 min. The gas overpressure was released before assays were begun. Reactions were initiated by the addition of Fe protein and the reaction was allowed to proceed at 30°C for 60 min, unless noted otherwise. Reactions were quenched by the addition of 300 μL of 400 mM EDTA, pH = 8.0, solution. For the acetylene partial pressure dependence study, 3.3 mL of the assay buffer was used with acetylene partial pressures from 0.002 to 0.008 atm with the same protein concentrations as described below. For analysis of the partial pressure dependence of acetylene, N 2 , and D 2 , all samples contained 1.0 mg of wild-type MoFe protein and 1.0 mg of Fe protein in 1.1 mL of assay buffer. For the electron flux dependence study, 1.0 mg of MoFe protein was used and the Fe protein varied from 0.5 to 8.0 mg in 1.1 mL of assay buffer. In the time course study using 13 C 2 H 2 , 1.0 mg of wild-type MoFe protein and 0.5 mg of Fe protein in 1.1 mL of assay buffer. The acetylene partial pressure dependence study was done in triplicate was used. Experiments to monitor the time dependence of formation of deuterated ethylenes were done over 20 min, before limitation by a component of the assay, whereas experiments to maximize product formation were conducted over 60 min.
GC-MS Measurement of Products. Ethylene was quantified by analysis of the headspace gas with a Shimadzu GC-2010 gas chromatograph equipped with a programmed temperature vaporization (PTV) injector and a Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010S mass spectrometer in selected ion monitoring mode using electron ionization as the ion source. Separation of ethylene from other gases was achieved with an Rt-Alumina BOND/KCl column (30 m, 0.32-mm i.d., and 5.0-μm film thickness) (Restek). The injector and column temperatures were set to 35°C. Ultrapure helium was used as the carrier gas set at a linear velocity of 60 cm/s. For each injection, 100 or 150 μL of headspace gas was directly injected into the PTV injector. When 12 C-acetylene (C 2 H 2 )
was the substrate, ethylene (C 2 H 4 , mass 28) was monitored at m/z = 28 (m), with minor species being 29 (m+1) and 30 (m+2) resulting from natural abundance 2 H (D) and 13 C in the acetylene. For samples using 13 (mass 32) were detected. Ethylene was quantified from the peak area using a standard curve generated with known amounts of ethylene in argon.
It was taken that all isotopomers of ethylene had the same retention time and that the ionization and fragmentation efficiency of all isotopomers was the same. Intensities for all ethylene peaks were established by subtraction of the signal background at that retention time.
